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CLASS:  HOLIDAY APPLIQUE FLORALS 

TEACHER:  Ellen Speranzo   E-MAIL: esperanzo@cox.net 

   

CLASS DESCRIPTION:  If you would like to learn how to appliqué this is a great small project! 
There is no tracing involved, so it’s faster than the usual appliqué process.  Gather up small 
pieces of fabric from your stash and make a wall hanging for your home or to give as a gift. 

 

CATEGORY:  Workshop ___ Garments___ Creative Sewing___ Kids ___ Embroidery___  

Serger___ Know Your Bernina___ Quilting_X__ Monthly Club___ Learn to Sew___ 

SKILL LEVEL: All___ Beginner___ Confident Beginner_X__ Intermediate___ Advanced___ 

PREREQUISITE: (If any):  Basic quilting knowledge is required, and completion of the Learn to 
Quilt series is helpful. 

 
BASIC SEWING SUPPLIES:  
This includes: rotary cutter, 2½” x 12” ruler, fabric scissors, small scissors or thread nips, straight pins, 6” 
seam gauge or ruler, seam ripper, fabric marker, assorted machine needles, pen and paper for notes, any 
other items you commonly use.  

 
SUPPLIES REQUIRED:  
Pattern required: choose any small floral pattern from www.zebrapatterns.com* 
1 package or 1/2 yard of Light Steam a Seam 2 OR lightweight Heat ‘n Bond OR Pellon Wonder 

 Under #805 OR any other lightweight 2-sided fusible product 
1 fat quarter light colored fabric for floral background (or scrap 14 x 9”) 
2/3 yard fabric total for borders, binding, backing 
assorted fabrics for flowers and leaves (you might wish to swap with others in class) 
batting 16 x 24” (cotton, cotton blend, bamboo, etc., but 100% poly is not recommended) 
assorted thread colors to match fabrics for flowers and leaves (Isacord works well because of 

 the variety of colors, rayon is nice for its shine, cotton appears flat, poly works well) 
a variety of needles (sharp, top stitch, quilting) to see which works best for your machine for 

 blind hem stitch,  zig zag stitch; 75/11 or 80/12 is a good size 
bobbin thread to match backing fabric (Bottom Line or So Fine) 
scissors suitable for cutting paper (I like Havel’s non-stick 5½” serrated shears) 
2-3 sheets of tear-away stabilizer or 3 sheets typing paper, approx. 9x12” 
quilting gloves (I like Machinger’s) 
2 zip-top quart- or gallon-sized plastic bags 
large non-stick pressing sheet (Nancy’s Notions Professional sheet will last a long time)  

If you have small Teflon pressing sheets, you can use 2 together. 
quilting pins or 505 Spray Baste 
optional: magnifying lenses and Fray Check 
 

*NOTE: IF YOU CHOOSE ANY PATTERN OTHER THAN POINSETTIA OR AMARYLLIS, PLEASE CHECK 

SPECIFIC FABRIC REQUIREMENTS! 

FEET REQUIRED: open-toe foot such as #20 or 34; walking foot, 37 or 57 foot; BSR if des. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: Please bring a piece of muslin or scrap fabric approx. 9x12” to 
practice appliqué stitches. You will use this in class to create a test sampler of possible 
appliqué stitches, widths and lengths. Also please bring a Pigma micron pen or other 
permanent marker to label the stitches on your sampler for future reference. 
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